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By Margaret Williston
Campus Reporter

J. Middleton Murry, English author,
critic. and lecturer. will appear before the
Univer•ity General Assembly on Monday.
January 20. at 9:30 a.m., to speak on the
subject "The Art of Enjoying Life." He
i• making his first American lecture tour.
Middleton Murry, now in his middle
i,rties. is a remarkably brilliant man,
who occupies a somewhat isolated position
in the literary world. He made a name
•-• himself as a student at Christ's Hos•.,I and at Oxford, at which he won
. :ins scholarships. "Through them,"
say.. "I was able to escape from the
.1, 'sive corner of South London,
uliere I was born."
As the husband of Katherine Mansfield,
and the friend of D. H. Lawrence, (Murry i• the "Dear MM.' of so many of
Laurence's letters) he is particularly wefl
laiiiwn in the literary world. During
many years preceding Lawrence's death,
the two were most intimate friends, and
critics of one another's work.
Since founding a literary magazine at
Osiiird. where he attended BraSelliise
College. Murry has been an important figure in English letters. By the time the
uar ended, he held a prominent position
uorld of literary criticism. His
••
Was chiefly gained through his
•
the TiMI'S and the Nation, and
'''hi' magazine Athenaeum which he
Mr. Murry has described the
as "the leading 'high-brow'
of the time." It expired. howin the course of time, and Murry
•',it England to take his invalid wife
! in the hope that her recovery might
-tiled. When Katherine Mansfield
1923. Murry. back once more in
founded the periodical Adelphi.
.
Still editing it at the present tone.
ililleton Murry's work is decidedly
an intellectual; coincidental with
•Ii.velopment of his literary work has
• • the development of a very clear and
determined phibis)iphy which Mr.
• asserts is essential to the mental
• sound-minded critic. Among his
-pineal works two of the best
•: are "The Evolution of an Intellecmil "Jesus. Man of Genius,"

2-1280.
U. OF M. RADIO
Broadcasts
WLBZ
II weekday broadcasts 7:45X :011 p.m. I

Among the convention objectives these
seemed paramount: "To probe with ruthless realism the inner character of the
world's suffering and confusion:" and
"To discern, through a more vivid perception of God's eternal purpose disclosed
in Christ, His intention for our generation."
There were thirty different seminars
meeting daily. Among the topics were:
political trends, industrial problems, race
questions, and foreign missions. Experts
in these special fields conducted the seminars.
This conventiiin was significant in that
it brought together many of the foremost
Christian leaders in the world today. The
principal speaker was William Temple.
Archbishop of York, who spoke particularly of the understanding and approach
to God. Tiis duiki i Kagawa. who is not
only a reciignized leadtir on religious,
ptilitical. and economic freedom in Japan.
but a great Christian personality whose
influence is felt all over the world, was
perhaps the person delegates enjoyed hearing and meeting the most.
Among many other speakers from all
parts of the world who made stirring
addresses to the convention were: Reinhold Niebuhr, T. Z. Koo, John A. MacKay, Richard Roberts, Henry P. VanDusen. John R. Mott, Robert E. Speer,
tamargo, and E. McNiell Potcat
Jr.
The special features of the convention
were the international teas, at which T. Z.
Kn., played his Chinese flute; a one-act
missionary play of China; and a Bach.
Handel Concert, given by the convention
chorus under the direction of Mr. Rus• sell Ames Cook Boston. Denominational gatherings and many college and
state imams met at dinners. Between
everything else, a bit of sight-seeing was
ii,'tic.
The Mame g ri nip returned to Orono by
way i f 'asliiiugt.in.
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At Maine Will Be
Of Great Aid

Prof. J. Homer Huddilston, head of the
department of Art History, arrived in
New York Friday, January 9, aboard the
Europa which was delayed an entire day
in one of its stormiest crossings on record. Ten days were spent on the water
and 15 days were spent in London attending a huge exhibition of Chinese art
shown through the coimeration of the
British and Chinese governments. Dr.
Iluddilstou reports that about six hours
of his day was spent in inspecting the collection and six more in intensive study
of rare art works at the British Museum.

Better hunting. trapping and fishing in
Maine is one of the objectives of a ness
type of activity headed by Clarence M.
Aldous, leader cooperative research in
wildlife management, whose assignment ,
to the University of Maine by the bureau
of biological survege. United States Department of Agriculture, has just been
announced by Dr. Arthur A. Hauck,
President of the University. Other phases
of Mr. Airfoils' work will appeal especially to naturalists and hivers of wildlife.

Tht• exhibition, which represents the
first in history to he arranged through the
cooperation of governments. was composed of four thousand catalogued pieces
of the finest examples of pottery, painting, poetry, calligraphy, jades, lacquers,
sculpture, and porcelain representing an
almost constant flow of art work from
IMO B.C. Besides the contributions of
the two governments. the cream of prisate collections was also solicited. The
interest in Chinese art has been the direct result of two revolutions in China
which precipitated the dispersal of much
of the choicest work of an origin antedating the Manchu invasion of 1644. These
reyolutiiins were the Boxer Rebellion of
1900 and the Revolution of 1911.
Dr. Iluddilston's visit to the exhibition,
which he terms the most comprehensive
which he has ever had the occasion to sec,
will probably prove one of the chief
sources for a new ciiurse at the University.
The chief characteristics of Chinese
art, according to Professor Huddilston,
are its surety, serenity, and quietude in
marked contrast to the militant quality
of occidental work. The dominant theme
of the art is nature, which is reflected in
the almost constant inclusion of mountains, trees, flowers, and streams in all
painting. Man, when included, is invariably insignificant in size in comparison to the greater forces (if nature.

Cismerating in this movement to perpetuate and restore to abundance Maine's
game, fish. valuable fur bearers and bird
life are the University' of Maine. the
Maine Department of Ii tlauii I Fisheries
and Game, and the American Wildlife
Institute.
Mr. Aldous has his headquarters at the
University of Maine. where he will work
in close conjunction with several departments in the College of Arts and Sciences
and the College oi Agriculture. the Experiment Station, and the Extension Service.
Several demonstration areas will be
established in different parts of the state.
It is expected that one such area will be
selected near Orono. On these areas
Mr. Aldous will supervise studies and research work, and set up demonstrations
sluiwing the primer methisls of improving environments of wild animals and
birds.
.
Mr. Aldous is a graduate of Utah State
Agricultural College and served for some
years as county agent in Piute minty
in that state. Later he received his master's degree at the University of Minnesota and taught in high schools in Utah
and Idaho. More recently he has been
connected xfith the biological survey,
United States Department of .Agriculture.
and for the past fi lit years has been engaged in research in forest wildlife in the
lake states with headquarters at St.
Paul, Mimi.

Tuesday, January 21
W. S. Evans. Prof. of Civil Eng.,

Friday, January 24
Roger Levenson. Editor of TttF.
MAINF. CAsters. on
"Campus News of the Week"

Sunday, January 26
Musical Program. Mrs. Paul Bray,
pianist. from 3:15-3:30 P.m.
I H. Iluddilston, Prof. of Ancient
• \ and Lecturer on Art History,
will give a travel talk from
3:30-3:45 p.m.
*

CAMPUS Reporter 64 Year Old Building
A Total Loss; No
Gives Eye-witness
Estimate
Account of Fire
In the most disastrous fire in the
history (if the University.()ak I lall.
noiut when you speculate on the cl- the oldest dormitory on the campus,
ficielley of God and professors and was completely swept through by a
begin to wotult•r what supper is go- tire yesterday afternixin which left
int: ti, he. That we were standing 77 freshmen without quarters and
on the bookstore steps, was natural. left SI ing` 37 of these withinit any of
their persinial etTects. The tip three
That the janitiir of Alumni
the building are a 5'111111141e
look perturbed ssas unnatural. His tbk ws
voice carried I wer to the workmen loss, and the first floor is badly
in the parking place, "Fire in ()ak charred and watersoaked.
I fall !" The paths to()ik I fall were
Firemen came onto the scene in
slippery, but the impetus was great. rests ins(' tii a call at 3 o'clock after
A thin curl of smoke spiralled from (:eorge 1 )( w, a f resliman from Kezar
the top of a second story window, Falls. had noticed smoke on the third
but the building was quiet. Inside, floor and notified the proctors. Althe first tlimir was deserted, but on tin iugh the Maze was only in a small,
the second..1( din Sealey and a couple concentrated area, the mellow old
of freshmen were turning up fire timbers of (
svere soon being
extinguishers on the sm(iuldering licked by the flames which sent up
contents of a closet. A heavy white such a dense cloud of smoke that
smoke clniked the room. More stu- freshmen who were trying to save
dents came and the contents were their behingings were forced to leave
moved Mb, the next room.
the third and fourth floors immediIn the distance the fire sirens were ately as the flames spread.

By Donald Mayo
It was that lazy time in the. after_

heard. Someinie laughed. "As usual, they
turn up when the tire is out.- A piece
of the ceiling cracked off, and another,
and tire seethed from between the lathes.
)ihn led the boys up on to the next floor
to move the things out. They came back
coughing, choking. The first hose came
up, then another, up to the third flimr.
They laid the sintike to some t•xtent and
the third Iii air was emptied. but the smoke
shut down again blocking all entrance.
The students were sent out. Six hose
the building. A is sr was
were ',Lying
sent up onto the fourth floor. The smiike
was a dull red and flames crept along
close to the floor. Choking, we retreated
to the third floor. A blazing hit of ceiling dropped and flames broke through
the south end iii the hall in several places.

lights were cut. Sonwone brought
Intramural B. B. $100 Is Donated .rhe
as,.'and a lantern. There was a voice
al the further end of the corridor. Was
i i
Rivalry Is Great. To Fire Victims
someone trapped? Two firemen with
it i

Players Vie for Honor
To Play With
Varsity Five

Abe L. Goldsmith To Give
Check; Also Benefit
Show at Strand

By Ray Galley
Carotois .srorts Editor

.sha• 1.. ta,Idsmith, manager of the
Strand Theatre, has promised Dean Corbett a check for $100 which is to be used
to aid those freshmen who are in the
direst need as a result of yesterday's disastrous fire. Besides the $100, Goldsmith
plans to run benefit perfiirmances at the
Strand Friday and Saturday and part of
the proceeds will also lie turned over to
Dean Corbett.

Once more the much -contested intramural basketball tournament has begun
and already shows promise of being the
most interesting tourney in years. As
those men whii sin, uw the most ability on
the intramural teams will be pcospective
candidates for the first varsity aggregation in many years. it should prove an
added incentive for competition for berths
toll all the intramural teams.
The five teams expected to be the outstanding contestants for the title now
held by Phi Eta Kappa are Theta Chi,
.T.0.. Phi Kappa Sigma. Kappa Sigma,
and Phi Eta Kappa.
Phi Eta will have but two members of
last year's champion quintet in its ranks.
Rogers. Tapley. and Keegan appear to he
the outstanding selections for the forward
(Continued en Pew Five)

In

making

thIS

antloottill'ettlent.

Gold-

stated that he always ref/arils the
student body tif the I.•niversity as a part
of the ilimmunity. and he feels that all
citizens should do everything tilissible to
assist those students who lost all.
Goldsmith has always been more than
generous with the students and the University, being a regular contributor to
the Student Senate Loan Fund, as well
as being TIM CAIIIIPt's. oldest continuous
advertiser.
smith

handkerchiets over their faces went down.
It was Seeley checking up to see if any
freshmen were still in the rooms asleep
or overcome. One of the firemen was
sick and was dragged to the landing window. The tire mushriximed timing!) the
walls oi the whole SImtli end and broke
out in little jets. Water Was Standing
WI) inches deep on the theirs and cascading down the stairs. The hose was worked
further and further down the corridor.
All held their beads dirs.(' h. tile watery
floor. That was the only place that you
could draw a breath. The smoke burned
your eyes and (-alight at your lungs. The
oldest hands retshol. Pieces of flaming
%A mid fell all abilut. The order came to
let the south end go, but try to keep the
fire in that section. We backed out to the
luiad of the stairs mid kept the hose playing toll the ever increasing glow. The
cry went down to call for the Bangor and
Old Town crews. Hot water fell like
heavy rain. Somebody went for gas
masks: he never came back.
Thrimgh the window the pink glow reflecting on the upturned faces of the
crowd looked fanciful. I sowed nsver to
be a fireman. A crash and a shower of
sparks and a big section of roof fell in.
The order came to take the hose onto the
fire escape. We hacked to the second
floor and swung it through the window
onto the escape. I heard the man work"Chicken pie!"
ing beside nx•
It seems that last night was the annual
firemen's supper, and chicken pie was
the main dish. He was the cook. A
flaming dormer window casing toppled to
the ground. We started inn the front
door. were warned back.

For the second foreign picture of the
year the University, cooperating with the
Strand Theatre, is fortunate in bringing
the Frem•h film. La Mateo:elle to Orono
Thursday, January 23.
The picture has been highly praised.
Quoting from the Loodon Times—La
Mateo:elle "Will rank as a screen classic
—the best work of direction seen in London this year" :Vette Frei Presv, VienNothing
na. says It is a superb picture
could he more touching and comic and
Still undaunted by the lack r if high student interest and student supsimple and sad.- The New York TeleHolly('Asters again ropiests students to try their hand at writing a
to
port.
aram comparing La Materoelle
wood successes says—"On quality hand short story, essay, sinnething satirical. !nitwit-tins, or boo ik reviews or pi ry
it to France with her I.a Maternelle now for the proposed Literary Supplement. THE Ca m yrs Iiiiard has not as
iil the fifth week at the Fifty-fifth Street
yet set any date for publication of this Supplement. but still lives in the
Playhouse, and still doing S.R.O. busiIii pe that it will be iwissible to do so at scant' tutu',
ness."
Early this morning. firemen stationed
warTIM CAM rt•s realizes that exams are almost here and time is at a in Oak Hall heard f(sotsteps in the Smith
En' nigh has hcen said, perhaps, to
rant the statement that 1.a Mateo:Mr is premium, hut after exams there will be time, plenty of it, for those of Section of Hannibal Hamlin. As they
undoubtedly one of the great pictures of you with talent ti u author Slomethitig literary in nature. As an added in- Went to investigate. two forms broke from
They
the year.
centive I ?t. Tilt: (*zistrus antionnces that no names will be appended to the door toward the Beta house.
were
names
their
searched,
caught,
were
sanction.
Prof. M. IS Jones. of the Agricultural stories published without the author's
taken and they were freed. Back in the
deManagement
}fall,
Alumni
IP,
Economics and Farm
Contributions may be sent to Tin, CAMPUS, Box
dormitory. a check showed that four elecpartment. sp..ke at the Dexter (,range or may be taken directly to Mr. Walter W. Whitney of the /English tric clock•, two pen and pencil sets, an,,
meeting on January 11. His topic wan
a few other small items were m;ssing.
department. who is acting as adviser for this venture,
"Making Money ovi Maine Farms.-

Campus Still Awaits Contributions
For Its Literary Supplement

Monday, January 20
ri. E. Packard. Asst. Prof. of
Zoology, on "Drugs and the Devil"

on "Shall I Do the Job by a
Cinitract or Day Labor"
Wednesday, January 22
11. S. Silverman. Inst. in Math..
on "Financing a Home"

rIVERSITY

Cecil G. Fielder, Mildred L. Sawyer,
Chester Smith, Harold S. Taylor. and
Margaret R. Williston drove to Indianapolis during the Christmas vacation to attend the Twelfth Quadrennial Convention
of the Student Volunteer Movement.
Charles Buck. traveling out by train.
joined the group at the convention.
2500 college students from 43 states and
all the provinces of Canada, representing
people of all races, were assembled for
five days of fellowship, study, and inspiration. The State of Maine was represented by twenty-nine delegates.

Result of Visit
To London

37 Freshmen Lose All Possessions
In the Most Disastrous Fire in
The University's History

Another fire truck s4)011 arrived, as did
hundreds of students, many of whom
riskcil their limbs in aiding their fellow
students save what they could. Books,
bedding, asid manv miscellaneous articles
rained Joon the windows of the building
as some hardy souls climbed to their
osims via ladders to toss out whatever
they could.
No statement has been made as to the
origin of the tire, which was reported to
have started in the Sallie room wilier there
was a slight fire some five years ago.
I LatTlage hais been unofficially estimated as
high as $75.0110 but no statetnent was
available town the Administration as Tits
went to press this morning.
Those freshmen who were victims of
the tire were taken to the fraternities
where they are pledged. Non-fraternity
men uere all taken care of as the University furnished extra bedding to those
fraternities in need.
lino official check-Up by Tit*: CA W PUN
showed 37 freshmen witlumt any of their
belongings, but it was expected that many
who thought they lost all will find them
when the truckloads taken ti u the Armory
last night are sorted. Freshmen will be
required to sign for all goods claimed to
keep loss at a minimum.
At 3:15 yesterday the power in Oak
Hall was shut if and the whaile wirthern
end of the campus from the Beta House
to North Hall Was Withootit lights Until
time liflosic. Firemen stayed most of the
night and finally stopped the flames, while
many curiosity seekers and would-he looters shsod In tile dtIZZlIng talll aiwmt the
building into the small hours ot the morning.
Oak Ilall Was knit III 1871 and Was
named for the Him. Lyndon Oak, of Garland. a long-time member and president
of the Board (if Trustees. Its four stories
were able to Sri immodate 96 students but
only 77 were quartered there at the time
of the fire.

Intramural Basketball
Teams Swing to Action
The intramural basketball season opened
on Monday evening. Four games were
played that night and four more Tuesday evening with the following results.
,31 T 0 beat lambda Chi Alpha 38-17.
Kappa Sigma beat Dorm A 26-o,
Phi Kappa Sigma beat Sigma Chi 63-6.
Phi M ii Delta heat Phi Gamma Delta

36-10.
Dorm A beat Alpha Gamma Rho 37-17,
Theta Chi beat Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Phi Kappa Sigma beat Dorm B 36-0.
Phi Eta Kappa beat Delta Tau Delta
46-17.

NOTICE
A 1.1ss In elementary Spanish
for hronners will start the second
semester as last year on Monday,
Wednesday, ;incl Friday, the second
hour.
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY
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sity of Nebraska, and Dr. George W.
to aid those freshmen who lost Relieving that the long period of
Spohn, tel St. Olaf's College in Minnesota, he was preparing a college anthoil- everything in the()ak Hall tire yes- examinatie ens should ix- lineken with
terday. THE CAmPus will receive. a bit of fun, THE CAMPUS proposes
Skating Rink
tigy of American Literature in two large
and acknowledge any and all con- to run a contest which will take place
Elsewhere in these columns appears a viiltunes. "My share of the work," said tributions
for this cause from stu- (luring examination time. Also next
letter which indicts the authorities for the Prtifessiir Ellis, " is the perioid through dents and
faculty members alike. week TnE CAMPUS will publish a
poen- upkeep of the skating rink. TnE 1835. including the cohinial and early
inc
All
oney
received will be turned number of souvenir photographs of
CAMPI•s feels that much of this criticism national writers with Bryant, Cooper,
user to Dean Lamert S. Corbett fin- the ()ak Hall tire, which unfortuis deserved. and urges those in charge to and Irving. and aim, Emily Dickinson in
hint to dispose of as lie sees tit. nately were not available when the
.it. their utmost to make the rink a suit- the later period."
Every( me is urged tee contribute' iettier went tm press today.
able one. if for no other reason than to
Professor Ellis is also engaged in
,• mg, Martha Senunons.

CAMPUS To Vote Money To Aid
Losers In Oak Hall Fire;Contribute!

novel. These articles are expected to he
published as a she,rt biography. At the
in'enueitt, Pri,fesmir Ellis is revising his
hiiigraphy id the essayist and editor, Jo-
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Thografthle.5 has illst

Six

Au-

it'tic l'm Vet"city,,i Pcmisylvania slIm
dents have been put on probation becate,

of a poem deenied "sacrilegious" which
appeared in the campus literary magazine

Santa Clara valley. home of the prime
and the apricot in California. has sunk j
rive teet in the last 21) years. Stanford
get titigists plan to "reftiwt" it.

Volunteer Convention."
\dult Forum—Cecil 6 Fielder. "Stir
dent Christians and a Revolutionar‘
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One Picture Tells as Much as Ten Thousand Words

Shutters click . . . flashlights flare . . .
cameramen are -Johnny on the spot"
wherever and whenever anything of
interest to the college student happens
. . . to bring to the Editor of Collegiate
Digest three thousand pictures every month
. . but of course it is only possible
oring you the best of these . . . in
addition to the numerous collegiate features appearing exclusively in Collegiate
Digest every week with

seph Dennie, for publication.
A series of nine article's for the

munity House. Miss Edith Gardner and
\londay. January (I, Ilr W .
Richard Trimble will speak upon "The
'dam
spoke beiore tnendwrs id the
Youth Hostel Movenient." \II StIldent•
gusta Teat-hers' \ssociation
C,wiliall) invited.

Sunday. January' 1'4
10 34) Morning Worship. Serniiin by
Dr. .John M Arters, District Superintendent A nincentent of new Strident
\tfiliate Members Singing from the
New Methodist Hymnals
7 :161 The Evitnitist
ssemblyJalt
hour of weirship and forums.
1\'esley Foundation Student Forum.
Charles B. Buck, U. of M. '37, will continue the discussion of last week, 'Issues
and Personalities of the Student Christian
Nfovernent in the light of the Student

PFTKII
, tact!. are c(
v,hat W au
',.lian---that

I in rn spite of 1
the latest• in huml

sswiting a series of articles on ‘Villiam
Hill Brown. author of the first American

(if these articles have
already. been published ; the other threg
will be printed in the volume still to be
issueol.
Proiesseer Ellis is a member of a com°Iwo House
mittee on materials for research in AmerSeveral ',et-sluts have stated to Tim
• %mei• that
I elmiry o
imnigne• .•
i( Vell110;I Of a ican Literature and the recent reptirt of
great idea if all fraternities 111'141 ",pen the Ii clot Connnittee cit Ntaterials for
home" February 22 following the An- RfSearl'Il of the Social Sciences Research
nual Winter Carnival. This appear: to Council and the American Cinnwil of
be all r‘l'elletlt idea, especially after the 1.earneel Societies contains several lengthy
Inn-animal Ball of the preceding evening, excerpts from one of his papers.
and it buil:. ,ifThand as th(iiigh everyone
c. m1,1 make the iounds in the gay cama- Arts Faculty Members Study,
Entertain During Vacation
iwlerie of a gay werkenil. Members of the
Immni animal Athletic \ss.wiation why
:Many members of the faculty of the
wouldn't it be a ist.141 idea to take up College
of Arts and Sciences spent the
the 1,1,,po•iti,m at youi nest meeting ?
ChristIllas holiday in study, and attendance at meetings of national associations,
Noise Above
while others stayed in Dr(VII14) and enterTie %sir, s ka• been tilt' recipient tof tained.
niiart
ittinplaitits regarding the young
The modern language departments sent
ntiii Mho has IK•ell taking passengers
as delegates tim the meeting of the Modin hi.. airplane off allr1 441 lately. No Mk` ern I angnage Association, held itt Cin(dejected to the young Mall hut to Ins cinnati, I Si \shin and 1/r. Small. from
noisy piece of apparatus which, we are the Hnglish department. 1/r. Funelentir...
informed, has distracted those %visiting fr(mi the French department. 1/r. IS!
to SttlIly as well as classes in session. The and \i r. Merrill from the German depai t
trying period of final exams is only one ment.
week away and TN.' CAM
\Ir. Klishell and Mr. Ntelder attended
IreN that
someone with authority will request that Iii,' meeting cit the .\trier wan lEf./Inntlif
the contraption please he kept an ay at \•sociation. in New York.
least during this e' 'at
1 Professor Dow. went to Atlanta. Ga.,
arid Memphis, Tenn., to attend meetings
CHURCH NOTICE
oi the \merican Historical Association
and American \rattemy of Piditical SciFellowship Church
101
s \ Sbar fic antiontices a ence.
1/r. F. Fay \Vilson spent her vacation
al se rint'ii tin pit." stitttlas at Fri_
low ship Church Service upon the un- in Roston doing special work there.
Dr. Ellis remained in Orono, working
usual topic, •'The Positive Value of
Doubt.- This so-called scientific age on his book. the College Hook of Anierishould not he also this "gullible age." ,-ali 1.iterature, which will be published in
which it threatens to Ic. The special at- the spring. \It Scammon assisted in the
tention (if student• and tactilty alike is editing of tine of the Maine Studies which
invited to hear the discussion of this is being prepared for publication.
Mi,reland completed the research
theme. Special music by Fellowship
Choir and Soloists. Mr William J. ('upp. for his hook on the History of the TheoBarn toe, and Miss Stella Powers.Pianist ry oi Virtfaisii. working at Roston. In the
The Young People's Club will meet as Public Library and the Widener Library
usual at ri.31) p.m. next door to the Com- at 1.1arvard Unisersity

Methodist Episcopal Church
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Gptle6ici1e Di8est

keep students off the river with its many
attendant hazards. Tut- NA N'S realizes
that students cannot he commanded from
the river. but if a convenient and wellNW faced rink is available .students will be
twat. likely to use it. A near drowning
ease of only a few years hack should still
he fresh enough in everyone's memory to
illustrate. the need of a good, safe rink,
and to rctnintl the student body tit take
the initutst pro ant NM in regard to skating 011 the river.

,•,
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Back of a Medal
FIRE was raging through a Virginia village at midnight. A
telephone workman sped there from his home ...found the
central office in danger.
Relieving the girl operator, he handled all calls... summoned help from nearby towns ...'til buildings on both
sides collapsed and the telephone building caught fire.
Quickly he disconnected the small switchboard .,,moved
it to safety ...improvised a telephone station in a field.
In 20 minutes he re-established communication. Next
morning, the rescued switchboard was installed in new
quarters ... telephone service was resumed as usual.
That telephone man received the Vail Medal...one of
several awarded each year to Bell System employees for
outstanding public service. Devotion to duty ... day by
day as well as in emergencies ... has given
America the world's finest telephone system.
Li
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Lost And Found
Additional Articles that have been reported to Registrar's office as having been
lost since the list appeared in the December 5 issue of THE CAMPUS.
Rhinestone bracelet.
Freshniats Chemistry textbook: "Guidance to Society—Its Structure and
Changes"; Woodward "General Psychology"; a Spanish Grammar.
One of a set of tire chains.
(doves: pr. brown silk fabric gloves;
pr. black fabric gloves with plaid tops,
size 7; short brown pigskin gloves; pr.
black kid gloves; pr. brown dress gloves.
cloth lined; orange, blue, and brown knit
gloves; brown leather gloves, size 6,
,/,;
brown pigskin gloves, name Helene Diehl
inside; pr. light tan buckskin gloves; pr.
grey suede fur lined gloves; dark brown
pigskins.
Glasses: silver rimmed in black case;
pr. white rimmed glasses in case marked
Dr. C. H. Mitchell, Westerly. R. 1.;
glasses in red case.
Brown felt hat, size 74; brown flannel beret.

ilE PETRIFIED FORESTER
facts are coming in piecemeal. but
Oiat we can gather. your Modern
lia's—that perfect '36 of the Uniwhirl----the Senior Forester, has
.: last conic snowbouncling back
!HC vacant taiga an the general enof Princeton ( Maine. don't forene of his eight weeks' safarri in
.th. to the sometime ivy-festooned
what we have dubbed the carol. urther and more. it could scarcely
.,d to strain our natural conservatism
se to hazard the guess that in many
suite this hectic seven-day, joy
been unconfined, nor have the femi- euttants thereof so much as hesi, turning their own particular shade
lank as they boomed their delight at
swaggering return of the calloused
we.«1sman.
tjaying revelled in a furtive fortnight
,.Vork Relief ourselves, we are johnnyFour small keys in leather case (brown)
. -the-spot, which is to say among the
Mittens: pr. of blue and red; pr. brown
exclaim—"Rest
ye
merrie,
gentleti
,t.
fir
men- to the wielders of the cross-cut saw and orange; pr. red angora; one green
reinstated in our undergradu- and brown mixture; pr. red striped mitai recently
that just about runs the tens; pr. leather chopper mittens with
(and
midst
ate
vihole gamut of our knowledge of the grey wool knit mittens inside; brown
twat little mannerisms ensconced in the mittens with two orange bands at the
of the College of Forestry—suf- wrists; brown mittens with orange band;
:.r,416bly to cause even thehumblest green mittens; plain bright red mittens;
,;.; in the aforementioned school to red and blue mittens, blue stripes at
it to a brand of mirth embarras- wrists (long-wrists) ; tan mittens with
• eminiscent of the goldsmith's file). colored stripes thru middle; pr. red and
white double knitted mittens.
lea in spite of the dirth on our part of
Black Maine notebook; medium-sized,
the latest' in lumber-camp badinage, we
feel we have a firm enough grasp of the black notebook with pocket in front;
mother tongue to opine that up here at black loose-leaf notebook, 3-ring; black
Maine the authorities have been suavely notebook.
Pens: Parker Duofold, burgundy red
s winging a sort of CCC set-up these many
year. (long, indeed, before F.D.R. ever and black ; blue Conklin; small blue pen;
cluithed into the boots and saddle), there- black and gray vacumatic pen; Moore
by putting the University one jump ahead pen, brown and orange with gold band;
of the Administration, which, we might reddish orange fountain pen with black
mention in passing the cauliflower, is and gold trimming, name engraved on it
about the only safe place to be nowadays, (quite Worn); dark gray or brown pen
although we know one or two foresters with slight touches of green; black Wawho, admittedly, would not drop to the terman (lower part of the cap broken
ground in fits were this business of an off); greyish, red flecked Waterman;
annual ('CC bivouac suddenly declared Parker Challenger pencil (rose and black
unconstitutional. As a matter of fact, we color).
can :ee how it would be most unconstituSmall gold Glee Club pin, shape of a
tional for the plum-duff sort of collegian large G. with safety clasp.
as it is. hut maybe they don't run to torBlack leather wallet with gold zipper
estry. And at that, our friendly little Talon fastener.
tirade is apt to turn oat to be as dangerLady's silver purse; brown pocketbook;
ous as waving a communist at a bull, small zipper pocketbook, knitted (blue,
with scads of important and plainly pro- lavender, brown, tan and gray): brown
voked Somebodies politely inviting us up leather pocketbook with name and lito see their stamp collection, only to tear cense.
us to pieces and knaw at our entrails. Our
All metal slide rule in case, name on
little forestry friends, after scanning these case; slide rule with initials E.T.L. on
modest lines, are apt to drop us, too, but case.
we've always yearned for a wood cut, so
Black, red and white wool scarf; brown
that's either here or there.
velvet scarf with yellow and orange
‘Vhat we started out to say (in what stripes.
Tennis racquet in red rubber case, inwe laughingly refer to as the column) was
that the Senior Forester, like Lulu, is itials G.M.B.
Bulova wrist watch, plain bracelet:
back in town, as the song-writer has it
and let him keep it), and by way of yellow gold Waltham wrist watch, black
•
pas if. the world appears to be at his ribbon band.
cumshoed feet. Yesterday, a heavilyFound articles brought to this office.
bearded laborer, merely the hair apparent;
Ican-shaven, the acknowledged i Black satin dress belt.
! White vest.
the campus!
Triangle, protractor.
R.O.T.C. cap, size 7!/2.
Farm And Home Week
Small, dark gray Tucktite bag; small
To Commence March 23 blue chain purse. Mohawk Trail printed
on flap.
. arm and Honse Week at the UniverPr
men's brown pigskins; men's
sity of Maine, the thirtieth annual midfleeced lined gloves; women's light fabric
veinier gathering of farm people at the
gloves; pr. kid, light insert on side
College of Agriculture. opens March 23
(brown gloves); pr. brown leather gloves.
and continues through Thursday, March
Cap to black Conklin pen.
2i according to an announcement from
Light tan mottled pen. Onward on clip.
Dean Arthur L. Deering.
White pencil—Eversharp type. name
Talk,. demonstrations, contests, and Biltwell on clip.
meetings of agricultural organizations are
Light tan and brown metal vanity case.
featiires of the 4-day affair, which closes
Brown crocheted scarf with blue, green
with a banquet Thursday night. Several
and yellow stripes on ends.
oi Maine's outstanding farmers and homeSmall blue notebook containing history
mikers will he honored at the banquet, notes.
.0 has been the custom in other years.
2 pr. striped mittens, orange and brown;
vo'xichopping contest, popular event a red, blue and dark blue.
Al ago. will be repeated this year, says
I kering.
Patronize Our Advertisers
'!.ime railroads will again offer rerates. states Professor Maurice D.
chairman of the Farm and Home
eek committee. Others on the commitare: L. M. Dorsey, Pearl S. Greene,
PIANOS
P. Loring, of the College staff, and
Prices Ever
Lowest
At
Day. Extension Editor.
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HIGH-GRADE
SNOW-SHOES
$5, $6.25, and $7
.\ccording to size. delivered
Roy TUCKER, Springfield, Me

In the New Small
UPRIGHTS and GRANDS
Worth Investigating by
Calling or Writing
F. R. ATWOOD
Symphony House or Tel. 8555
Also
TUNING and REPAIRING

ly

y

iday

ALL NEXT WEEK
introducing
OUR NEW ELECTRIC MANICURE

CCILILEGIANA

OFF THE RECORD

1.
TNN inkle. twinkle. little star
Up above the trolley car,
Ii the car runs off the track

By Donald Mayo

BUFFUM BEAUTY SHOP
Tel 05

The Music Goes Round and Round
A Little Bit Independent
Red Sails in the Sunset
With All My Heart
Take Me Rack to My Boots and
Saddle
Moon Over Miami
The Broken Record
On Treasure Island
MOHO
Eeenie Mernie
14o
Thanks a Million
I.ights Out

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Originality is the bicath of lite to the so-called hot records and it is a virtue that
they and only they possess. Smooth, slow- records, may contain a certain amount of
polish and finish and now and then a few orchestval piquancies, but their scope of
Will I get my nickle back?
expression is closely bounded. The discs that fall in the first categoo are the only 7.
S.
ones that you will remember nest month. Lees take a look at theist. Benny (*kid—phooey—,
9,
• • • • • •
man's forte is SU init and sssing he does to Ring Porter (Victor 250901. With in- Itt
One of our English students claims
exhaustible, melodic invention he scrambles a low-down sax swirl, his own dirty 11.
"The natives shaved tiff their pants.- What clarinet, and an off-heat drum and piano to
serve up it rhythmic interpretation that 12.
is this world coming to?
you shouldn't miss. On the flip-over, well-worn SOMe 11111(1 I'm Happy is taken to
town by Gotaltuan's sssinging
—phooey—
In a last chorus spree the tune has to
—The Pine look out for itself as Reims drops his baton, picks up his clarinet and paces the
boys its. Recommended

3.
Gatekeepers at Ohio State University
have a novel method for -deciding whether
you're sober enough to enter the stadium.
If you can wiggle your thumbs in unison,
you're o.k. Otherwise you can watch the
game front a telegraph pole.
• • • •
4.
The College World
Is Too Full—
Of one-track mind students whose sun
rises and sets in the narrow confines of a
fraternity.
—The Wesleyan Argus
5.
There are only three letters of the alphabet not now in use by the administration
when we establish the quick loans
corporation for xylophones, yachts, and
zithers. the alphabet of our fathers will
he exhausted.—Herbert Hoover.
• ••• • •
6.
•
The story is told of a Princeton psychology prof who, upon discovering a pup in
one of his classes, ordered, "Will one of
you please take the animal out." When
the command was executed, he explained,
"After all, we have to draw the line somewhere."
—The Vermont Cynic
7.
"On my trip to South America I saw
a lot of beautiful panoramas."
"I thought you told me you wouldn't
run around with those native girls."
—The Text
8.
University of Montana students declare that most farmers prefer their wives
to lx' university graduates. It seems that
they let ex-coeds walk through the fields
and shock the corn.
—The has:. Collegian

TO relapse into the daiweables, 11ity Lombardo,
with Isis sighing sa‘iliiiliMeS,
tinkling piano, and In. tragically tender sisal interpretations by brother Carmen,
serves up that monotonously popular. The Broken Record ( Victor 25210). Alone at
a Table for 7-ro. is the sentimental backing It takes a strong constitution to listen
to lAnnhardo's identical arrangement, It fist' years and still appreciate them. I
don't

ORONO
Thins.. Jan. It,

"STARS OVER BROADWAY"
h'i I.. Jan. 17
return engagement, today only
The Marx Bros. in

Duchin's recent records have been over-ambitious. and hare seemed to fall short
of the desired effects. Moon Over Miami is an except' .
chimey piano introduetion slides into a smart trumpet swing. through a melodic base sax break. After a
dubious Sherwood vocai, Duchin sophistocates a chorus with his syncolmted piano
chords. On the other side is Lights Out, which was recently introduced by Ted Pio
Rito arid has become the most popular piece on the West Coast. Dreamy sentimentalism punctuated with Duchin's piano flirtation and a nasty trombone twist !than( sums
this piece (Victor 25212).
Added to the long list of Hollywood musicals is .-Itything Goes. last year's
Broadway sensation. and its the leading role is Bing Crosby. Decca has plattered
Ring's jnterpretations of the two added numbers, Sailor Beware and 3/3' Heart and I.
In the former, Bing lilts the nonsensical ballad of love on the high seas with last
chorus vocal gynmastics that are delightful. Georgie Stoll swings a better than
average accompaniment. The latter is a catchy tune, deftly handled, and with a
lyrical melancholy that fits the Crosby croini. Recommended
• •• • • • • •
Symphonic jaz.f. perhaps best explains Ray Noble's latest efforts, With All My
Heart and Beautiful Lady in Blue. The former is an epic of delicacy and buoyancy
with iiolins taking the lead. but I don't like epics. The latter is tunefully reminiscent
of Alice Blue Gown and hauntingly sweet. I think that the next few months will make
or break Ray Noble: break him if he insists on his symphonic trrchestrationt, or make
him if he ticks if a few more numbers like Who Walks In? or Tiger Rag. (Victor
25210).
Glancing through the stacks I came across a few numbers that merited a second
look. Fats N'aller's latest bits of piano trickeration. A Little Bit Independent, Sweet
and Mow and Lulu's Back in Town.cement his title to the nastiest piano and a swing
orchestra that is hard to beat. Columbia's inimitable Little Jack I.ittle has turned
/ and saucy Na Other One. Ozzie Nelson
out a fine recording of popular Where
carries on with / Found a Dream and thoroughly stupid / Don't Know Four Name
which rhymes "impresh" and "fresh," and coins incredible illiteracies (or shouldn't
the kettle call the pot black ?) Casa I soma's boys, led by a Pewee Hunt vocal that
rings the bell, do Yankee Doodle Never If'en! to Town.
***** •••
For Deceit. Fats if aller's Sweet and Slow is the only four star number in this
group. The Casa Louisa disc gets two and the others are negligible

"A NIGHT AT THE
OPERA"
v,,pith seeing again
Sat., Jan. 18

"WHISPERING SMITH
SPEAKS"
with
George O'Brien and Irene Ware
A fast action melodeons, full of
entertainment. Also good aborts
and chapter 3 of the new serial
"The Fighting Marines"

Mon. and Tues.. Jan. 20-21
Warner Baxter in

"KING OF BURLESQUE"
A great show—worth seeing
Wed., Jan. 22
return engagement of one of the
very best movies ever made

"THE COUNT OF MONTE
CRISTO"
Kolwrt Di mat, the well known
English star
Timis , Jan. 23

"LA MATERNELLE"
children of the n* mtmarte)
18th week in New York—four
weeks at Fine Arts Theatre,
Boston
You can't afford to miss this one

9.
Students should he taught the theory
of communism as they are the theory of
capitalism. says Dr. William Russell of
Columbia.
—The I'ermont Cynic
10.
THEY LIKE HARVARD
"The typical Harvard man is an indifferent old maggot with a funny accent."
says the university's alumni bulletin.
—The Pine

extvitacs
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The most pitiful case on record is that
of the girl who knows all the answers
but is never asked the question.
—The Carnegie Tartar

1.(.0.,,n

12.
Twinkle. twinkle, little star.
How I wonder what you are—
That's why I'm taking Orientation.
—The Mass. Collegian

•

•1•0

CO

Dr. William L. Gilliland attended the
Organic Symposium of the American
Chemical Society in Rochester. New York
during the Christmas holidays.

Try Us For
SKIS
SNOWSHOES
SKATES
MITTENS
SOCKS
EAR MUFFS

PARK'S
Hardware and Variety
31-37 Mill St.. Orono

COLLEGE OUTLINES
1. Saves—
Your Time
Your Nerves
Your Patience
Your Reputation
They contain a systematic
summary of all the
Important Subjects
in Your Text
The Best Way to Study
for Exams

A FREE MANICURE
with every shampoo and wave

33 Main St., Orono

SON(. 1111-S FOR WEEK OF JAN. II

MILD . . . LIGHT ...

Outlines on All Subjects
for Sale at

*
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of ice, as can tie seen by observing any
public skating rink in this part of the
state. They. have had good ice for all of
three weeks now-. and I dare say that at
the time of this writing you will find
them all open to the public for skating,
with good surfaces to skate I NI.
Furthermore. we are gifted with a
Federal appoipriation for the maintenance
of a college rink. And thus far what has
come of this donation? The few dollars
which have been spent might just as well
have !been used for cigar lighters for all
of the good that has come of them. Are
we 'piing to .411.1an4er away this appropriation, or are we going to make something
of it
I sincerely hope we shall see an
improvement in the near future.
And last but not least, anyone who has
had any experience with ice making knows
that the time to make ice is at night when
the temperature is low. These men who
are working on relief certainly must he
in a position to need all of the a"irk that
they can get, and therefore I can not see
where it tioollifi be at all unreasonable to
expect them to work at night when the
work can best be done.
Hoping that someone who is in a key
position will realize that the students of
the University are looking forward to a
skating rink and not to a ghirified cinder
bed where they can spend their leisure
moments, and that this SI1111e.nle will take
steps in a po.gressive direition, 1 close-.
Yours very truly,
Aninymiais

Y.W.C.A. Now Aiding
Bangor Seminary
Play Group In Orono
Holds Convocation
By the Roving Reportress

Many Excellent Speakers to

Ent:
Conferenc
Of Sni%

INDOOR TRACK
SCHEDULES
Varsity

Basketball Schedule
A SQUAD
Jan. 17 Bridgton at Omno
Jan. 18 Nents Hill at Orono
Jan. 20 John Bapst at Orono
Feb. 7 MCI. at Orono
Feb. S Rumford at Orono
Feb. 12 Coburn at Orono
Erb. 15 Higgins at Orono
Feb. 17 Millinocket at Millinocket
Feb. 18 Ricker at Houlton
Feb. 19 Presque Isle at Presque
Isle
Feb. 20 Fort Fairfield at Fort
Fairfield
Feb. 21 Patten at Patten
B SQUAD
Jan. 18 Brewer at Orono
Feb. 8 Merrill at Orono
Feb. 12 Lee at Orono
Game with Orono pending

Jan. 25 Kn;giii.
MIA mg heard alatin the Orono Play
Lecture at 34th Annual
Meet at Ik.stim
rot* which meets on Sunday afternoons,
Affair Last of Month
Feb. 8 Boston Athletic As-•
we were curious to know what it was all
tion Meet at B.!.
The Twenty-eighth Annual Convocaale asi. Sc. we ROI iii tfindl with the unFeb. 29 Colby at Orono
dergraduate girls who have organized and ti.in Week of Bangor Throfigical SemiMar. 7 Bates at Lewiston
are carrying can this interesting and wig- nary will be held (luring the last week
To the Editor of THE Caarri•s
Mar. 14 Boston College at Or,.
Mal project and learned that many little of January with a brilliant staff of lecturgirls from six to eleven years old were ers. Prior to this announcement a number
It has been called to my attenti.m that
Freshman
Jan. 18 South Portland at Or,•:
Nur or tire students,
invited to the Orono ('onununity Meuse of inquiries have been received at the
there is a goarp
Feb. 15 Bridgton at Orono
from 2:30 till 4:30. The materials and President's office, asking for information,
inflated with the Maine Spirit. that are
refreshments are sponsored by the V.W. just one of the many indications of the
Feb. 29 t c,Ihv Frosh at Orrim,
desirous of forming a filer Club here at
Intranniral Track Meet l'ezW•
great value of this oldest Convocation
GA,
the University.
Winter Sports Schedule
The Community Building is tiepin(' the Week in the country. The Samuel Harris
Flowerer, they are not meeting with
Feb. 7 and 8 Dartmouth (*ail
Post Office and across from the Fire fk- lee-Sure'. on Literature and Life will be
any success due to the lack of cooperation
and I.S.U. at Han. u
partment. We entered and went upstairs given by Dr. J. N'aldernar Moldenhawer,
from the student body. For some unFeb. 15 Middlebury Carnisal
to find several college girls in charge and minister of the First Presbyterian Church
known reason, the men students here think
Middlebury, Vt.
thought their supervision friendly and in- in New York City. Dr. Moldenhawer is
that it is "sissy" to join a glee club. Maine
Feb. 22 University of NeN 1,.telligent. The big main room was swarm- said to be one of the greatest living interhas had many glee clubs in the past, and
shire Dual Meet a•
ing with 41) little girls, some played tag preters of Shakespeare.
its members 'were leading football men as
Durham
vinlently, others were singing, "Ili Oh
A welcome lecturer will be Dr. William
well as other types of students. Let me
Feb. 22 Intramural Winter (
The Farmer's in the Dell!" One group Adams Brown, one of Union Theological
say here that in the day of pie-depression
Or. E. R. Hitchner, professor of Bacval at Orono
was conscientiously ruling the sizes for Seminary's most noted professors and
activities, glee dubs found it easy to hold
the covers of scrap books they are now writers. Or, Brown is well known to teriology. Mr. M. E. Highlands, instrucattention by having trips. Now, we canBasketball (Additional)
Jan. 20 Ellsworth vs. Team It
making, others cutting out paper for the Convocation Week attendants because of tor in the same department. and Mr. A.
not afford extensive glee club trips, and
pages, and the very young stitched the his leadership of the Quiet Hour in 1930. E. Hook attended the annual meeting of
at Orono
therefore it is hard to start a glee club.
Mar. 13-14 Prep School Bast, •
outlines (if animals on cardboard with col- He will deliver the Enoch Pond Lectures the Society of American Bacteriologists
It would seem that if we start a glee club
ored thread.
ball Tournament
on Applied Christianity.
it would indicate a feeling for our Uniin New York City during the holidays.
Mar. 14 Northeastern vs. Vai veristy• that heretofore has not existed.
At four o'clock. chairs were unfolded
.AII lovers of good preaching will re- At this meeting Or. Hitchner presented a
basketball at Orono
and placed in straight lines while the joice in the selection of Dr. Charles Ed- paper.
In the past years we have always had
..shington County Trip
children scurried for places. Twelve Nit- ward Park, minister of the First Church
• a Music Night once a year. Why not have
The NYA has disclaimed liability for
(Team B) Pending
ties of milk had been brought up from in Boston, who will deliver the George
a men's glee dub and give a series of constudents injured while working on relief #
Pat awl the older children passed around Shepard 1.ectures on Preaching.
certs thruout the fall and spring semesThe Leader of the Quiet Hour is Dr. projects.
the cupfuls. Forty hands reached for the
Glee club activities are not necesters
fig newtons and raisin filled hermits Boynton Merrill of the Second Church in
sarily limited to the winter season, but T., the Editor of THE CASIPUS:
Liquor at parties and "chosk
Seven members of the Williams College
heaped on plates. After the cups were Newton. and leader of the devotional hour
also they are a part of the spring life at
Will .toll
MC. through your col"streamline" dancing are
and
football
team
the
are
dean's
on
list
of
any college.
umns, to thank members of the faculty, refilled and the last cookie devoured. the at the General Council of Congregational- high ranking scholars.
Boston University.
pages for the scrap books were marked Christian Churches at Oberlin. 1934. The
Therefore. let us all get ti quitter and individual students and stiultan
organiZafia:m a glee dub and give to the University lions that have bought Christmas Seals. with each child's name and put away. And first annual gathering was in 1905.
as they struggled with galoshes, zipped
of Maine that which is a cherished tradi- To sate on expense no receipts
are sent
Professor H. 'alter Leavitt. Secrethe zippers up their snow suits, they all
tion of every major college in the world. out.
tary of Maine Technology Experiment
exclaimed. "Back next week!"
Yours truly,
Th,.aie this ',vat has been larger than
Static in, will attend the convention and
Albert Landers 3rd
last year.
In-. C. .N. !hamlet-lit attended the Sym- Road Show of the American RoaefluildClass of 1937
.Nny who intended to buy Wt may have posium on Ilea( Transmission at Yale ers Ass•iciation in Cleveland, Ohio, Janu"Something New in Candy"
29c lb.
iiverbaiked the iirat;er are reminded that University on I tecember 30 and 31. This ary 20 to 24. Professor I,eavitt will repT.. the Editor id THE L'A met's
Ice Cream Drops
19(' lb.
it is never tie. late to help this good Symposium was arranged by the Divi- resent the University of Maine at the
Dear Sir:
Stop in before the show and buy a bagful
sion of Industrial and Engineering Chem- first meeting of the Educational Division
cause.
X.d tieing a habitual old crab I rather
istry of the Anierican Chemical Society, of this organization.
J. N. Hart,
regret ha',lug to write a letter of this sort
Treasurer, Christmas Seal sale and was attended by most of the promibut because I feel that I have just grounds
.At a recent meeting of the 01(1 Town
nent engineers and teachers in the eastern
for Orono
for criticism, and that I shall be backed by
part of the country who are interested in Rotary Club, Professor C. A. Brautlecht
all enthusiastic skaters like myself, 1 avail
\ bout one half i4 the Mane Etc in.
heat transmission in turnaces. evapora- gave an address on the Starch Industry
criticize the
1111 ,elf of 1111• evilim
s seniiirs are now taking their compre- tors, stills, coolers and dryers.
1.1 Maine.
relief organization which is in charge hensive esaminat I,ins. The
•
students have
ot the skating rink protect.
the choice between two types of exams:
Harry \darns of Haverhill, Mass., a
In the tirst place. there is no ;toss,
'Hie standard and the honors. If the fre.linian, was rushed to the Friendship
Fall Semester 19i5, Jan. 22, Jan. 31-SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS
a Its we Nho Miff 11,4 at the present time honors type is selected a grade of "It" Hospital Sunday for an emergency at).
hase .41C ci tbe tim•st skating rinks in this icr better Must be obtained for passing. pendect•any.
Ilia:pita' attache stated to
section. 'Flw weather has for the Most
Time of
The exams nwhide all the material Tilt CA \IPts yesterdaY that Adams
Mon.
MON.
MON.
MON.
MON.
MON.
MON.
M1
was
been
favorable
part
quite
tor the making covered during the four years.
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FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
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HALF I HALF MAKES
ONE SWELL SMOKE!

Time of
Examination

Mon.
Jan. 27
8.00

WED.
Jan. 29
8.00

Fat,
Jan. 24
8.00

TUES.
Jan. 28
8.00

Fat.
Jan. 31
8.00

FRI.
Jan. 24
1.30

WED.
Jan. 29
1.30

Time of
Exercise

TUES.
1

Tues,
2

TUES,
3

TUES.
4

TUES.
5

TUES.
6

TUES,
7

, Tuts.
Jan. 28
1.30

THURS.
Jan. 30
8.00

SAT.
Jan. 25
8.00

SAT.
Jan. 25
1.30

Tit trim.
Jan. 30
1.30

FRI.
Jan. 31
1.30

Fat.
Jan. 31
1.30

Time of
Exercise

WED.
1

WED.
2

WED.
3

WED.
4

WED,
5

Wan.
6

WED.
7

Wu.
8

Time of
Examination

Nlote.
Jan. 27
8.00

WED,
Jan, 29
8.00

FRI.
Jan. 24
8.00

TUES.
Jan. 28
8.00

FRI.
Jan. 31
1.30

THURS.
1
----Tugs.
Jan. 28
1.30

THURS.
2

THURS,
3

THURS.
4

THURS.
5

THURS.
6

TIIURS.
7

ToV ,.
8

Time of
Examination

Time of
Exercise

Tittle 1.f
Examination
Time of
Exercise

lime it
Exannnation

Fat.
1

Mon.
Jan. 27
8.00
Fit.
2

FRI.
3

TUES
8

FRI.
5

Fgt.
6

FRI.
7

..

Time of
Examination

a

SAT.
1

SAT.
2

SAT.
3

THURS.
Jan. 30
1.30

i

SAT.
4

SAT.
Jan. 25
8.00

euifltlus ts b tl,e Regtstrar at once
NOTE: Ifs the Time of Exercise is meant the time
of the first exercise of the week in any given course ! '
example: If a course is given Monday. Wednesday
arid Friday at the third period, it is said to be
third peri(xl. By referring to Monday, third
given
period,
in
the schedule. it will he seen that the examinationMolvt."
falls ::Friday. Jan. 24. At 8.00.

kt-

(if
% '4, .A„
,.

,

iv,011

What makes a pipe chummy? Half & Half...and
how! Cool as the news: "We've got a flat tire!"
Sweet as the sign: "Garage just ahead." Fragrant,
full-bodied tobacco that won't bite the tongue
-in a tin that won't bite the fingers. Made by
our exclusive modern process including patent
No.1,770,920.Smellsgood.Makes your pipe welcome
anywhere. Tastes good. Your password to pleasure!

Not a bit of bit. in the tottacro or the Telearope
vidskh get•
......L.
as you use-up the tobarro. No bate. /Inger, as you roach tor a load,
attoat thel hid be&
cr341,t I 3,
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HAL
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FOR PIPE OR CIGARETTE
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Note the following changes from the above
Il VrActical Astronomy
Fri.
Jan 31 at 1:30
51 Lit. & Rel. of Ann. Hebrews
Thurs. Jan. 23 at 1:30
I. 5 fieneral Chemistry
Mon.
Jan. 27 at 1:30
35 Hydraulics
Sat.
fan. 25 at 1:30
29 Supervised Student Teaching
Thurs.
Jan. 30 at 1:30
(i5 Educational Measurements
Thurs. Jan. 30 at 1:30
Ed 95 Philosophy id Education
Thurs.
Jan. 23 at 1:30
Fe 1 Elements (if Elec. Eng.
Thurs. Jan. 30 at 8:00
Fre 35 1). C. Machinery
NIon.
Jan. 27 at 130
Eh (.5 Seminar
Fri
Jan. 31 at 8:00
Eh 75 European 1.iterature
'Wed,
Jan. 22 at
:30
Es lb Principle. of Econcimics
Mon
Jan. 27 at
:30
Fr ; Elem. Cony. & Comp.
Thurs. Jan. 23 at
:30
Fr 57 ltIvanced French Graniniar
Wed.
Jan. 22 at
:30
Gm 13 Elem. Conv. and Comp.
Wed.
Jan. 22 at
liv 17 History of England
:30
Wed.
Jan. 29 at
:30
Hy 77 The Middle Ages
Thurs. Jan. 23 at
Hy 97 Historical Material
:30
Thurs,
Jan, 30 at
:30
Hy 99 Political Theory
Wed.
Jan.
22 at
:30
Mc II Music in the 19th Century
Thurs. Jan. 23 at
Me 21 Elem of Mech. Eng.
:30
Thurs.
Jan.
30
at 8:00
Me 55 Kinematics
Wed.
Jan. 29 at 8:00
Mn 79 Heat Engineering
Tues.
Jan.
28
at 8:00
Me 91 Heating and Ventilation
Fri.
Jan. 31 at 1:30
Mn 53 Mechanics
Fri
Jan. 31 at 8:00
PS
1 General Physics
Sat.
Jan. 25 at 1:30
Ps 3 Descriptive Physics
Jan. 22 at 1:30
Ps 21 Mechanics and Ifeat
Fri.
Jan. 31 at 1:30
114 23 Electrical Meat
Fri.
Jan. 31 at 1:30
Sp 57 History of Spanish Lit.
Wed.
Jan. 22 at 1:30
Zo S Elem. Phy. and Hygiene
Thurs. Jan. 23 at 1:30
Zo 41 Histological Technique
Fri.
Jan. 31 at 8:00
No changes ran Ie. mode in this
schatile
sa<
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Sports Team
Maine Enters New Winter
In Practice Session
Conference League
Of Small Colleges
Coach Ted Curtis Has Entered
His Team in Three
Big College Meets

Northeastern, Connecticut
N. H., Rhody Are
Also in Group
of aiaiiie will partici! te leant New England Cotiferin the process of
all
!. during the 1937 spring seaitto Faculty Manager of
S. Curtis.
7' four colleges in addition to
1' be New Hampshire, Rhode
(onnecticut, all members of
!!Ilee. Northeastern, although
)sir, will also be included.
made recently by the
ssiwiation, will not affect
• .iiding in the State College
Curtis said.
ts during recent years preluded
-cries with a three game trip
• ,,•w England. Rhode Island
!,-cticut are annual opponents,
Vtrilleastern has been met fre-

Schedule

outh Carn
at Hano‘,-T
Zamival

1 New 11.
Meet at

Vinter
no

.ditional
Team 1

'cool
lament
vs. Va,
at Orin.,
y Trip
! Pend

is at present in the
ic
!tach Frank Kearney of Rhode
!tinted by the conference. Later
submitted to each of the col, ail fication.
entrance into the new league
'tiler the direction of William C.
replaced Head Coach Fred
!tacit of baseball this spring in
Brice may devote his time to
,thall. Kenyon, a former star
and member, later, of two
ir baseball teams, has previous
coached the freshman nine.

"cheek-It! !,
g are
tiat

Basketball Rivalry
Is Great

IiiInintlral

kFE

, ,oinued from Page One)
let I

4S

Mori.
8

TUES
8

NVi

Ti;

FRI.

course.
I Monday tile
on falls tiP•11

1th Fox and Thompson as
I lie center position is still open.
*hi, winners of the title two
hive been weakened by the loss
I :acker, outstanding guard in
His place will probably be
}fails, Swenson, a member of
11,,sli A squad. Red Dunlevy,
Rorke are candidates for
tsitions; Peterson •at guard,
!1,ompson at center.
Sigma has a strong nucleus
• ttitstanding players, Harold
Ken Johnstone, and Gordon
Two members of the frosh
' Arnold Veague and Dwight
!Id Forestall, a newcomer to
• tball, and Chapman, a veteran
• s' play, apparently make Phi
ma one of the teams to be
,11 be represented by a fornet of veterans composed of
1'rewster. Perkins, and Gardtw service on last year's team
limier-up in the championship
I hey will be further strengthaddition of Bourgoin, former
Training School star, and
Portland Y.M.C.A. standtitus
put on the floor an
! ,1 leant that promises to be one
speediest aggregations in thd
-ague. Tom Lees is slated to
The pivot position with Franand Myron Collette in the
A trio of veterans, True,
d Dexter, complete their
lip.
tinder of the 13 teams wfll
ength on former high school
i•1avers. Delta Tau has two
Ii centers, I.es Graham and
Penn Hussey, another frosh
•I several men who have seen
'11 prep and high school out!ii will probably hold down the
ii tlw Phi Mu outfit; Hutchlies a, iiirwards. with Lane the
t 11 guard.
vana Delta has Jim Dow and
•
Meyers is Tau Ep's only
.it ti Torrey will play for Alpha
Harry Shute, and Hayes
• Ili ta's chief threat. Ed Webills' will form the nucleus for
• ,in: Hinckley and Homans for
• lioardman, Gleason, and
•-r Lambda Chi; while Don
— 1 Tom Houghton will form
:•••erna Nu's team.

4ucational Conditions Worse
According to a Recent Survey
\....elated Collegiate Pre's)
--•--

'''n- 1), C.—While buciness
lied improvement, educational
throughout the country have
le steadily worse, according
eovernment survey.
-,,ates office of education figures
•-ils in 467 districts failed to
Ti`e last spring term, affecting
and 1.750 teachers. Enrolled from 25,678,000 in 1930
4, last year, but there were
r teachers.
education
''xPenditure
for
M S2.317.000.000 in 1930 to
in 1934.
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Coach Ted Curtis has announced that
the dates for three meets for his winter
sports team have been definitely decided.
On Feb. 7 and 8, 10 ski men front the
University of Maine will compete at Dartmouth in the annual Carnival. A week
later Coach Curtis will take five ski and
snowshoe men to Vermont for a dual
meet at Middlebury. On Washington's
birthday, 16 Pale Blue snowmen will
journey to Durham. N. H., for a dual
meet with the University of New Hampshire.
While the team is untried as yet, all
indications point to a fairly successful season. Several veterans are back, including Don McNaughton, Phil Bower, Al
Prince, Bob phler, and Charles Huntoon. Many new men have reported to
Coach Curtis, among them, Rod Elliott,
Canadian ace.

Rifle Club To Hold Meeting
Tomorrow in the Armory
The Rifle Club is to meet in the map
room of the Armory tomorrow at 5 p.m.
.411 male students of the University are
requested to be present as the selection
of the teams proper, election of respective team captains and the ride club secretary are to be held.
Those who have had firing trials and
qualified will be announced. Nevertheless,
all former members of rifle teams are
invited to participate.
The rifle club under the coaching of
Major Huskea is going to have three
teams in action shortly. The first, and
most important, is the varsity team composed of 15 members and two alternates.
All students of the University are eligible
for this team. The second team is the
freshman team, also composed of 15 members and two alternates.

Doubles Tennis Tourney
Postponed Indefinitely
The doubles tennis tournament now
scheduled will not be played at this time
since the gym is not available long enough
to play a match or when it is convenient
for a group of four to get together.
Tennis players are urged to get some
practice whenever possible in preparation
for spring tennis.

Prism Photos
Group pictures for the 1937
Prism will be taken in the
basement of North Stevens on
Saturday, January 18, and in
the Armory on Sunday, January 19. Your cooperation in
appearing neatly dressed with
your group at the designated
time will be appreciated.
The following is a schedule
of the group appointments:
North Stevens Basement
Saturday, Jan. 18
1:00 Prism Board
1:10 Phi Mu
1:20 Pi Beta Phi
1:30 Phi Beta Kappa
1:50 Kappa Phi Kappa
2:00 Kappa Delta Pi
• 2:10 Kappa Gamma Phi
2:20 Sigma Mu Sigma
2:30 Alpha Zeta
2:40 Alpha Chi Sigma
2:50 Delta Zeta
3:00 Delta Pi Kappa
3:10 Omicron Nu
3:20 Sigma Delta Zeta
3:30 All Maine Women
3:40 Pan-Hellenic Council
3:50 Commencement Week
Comm.
4:00 Junior Week Comm.
4:10 Contributors' Club
4:20 International Club
4:30 M.C.A. Cabinet
4:40 Sophomore Eagles
4:50 Latin Club
Armory, Sunday, Jan. 19
A.M.
10:00 Y.W.C.A. Cabinet
10:10 Women's Forum
10:20 Home Economics Club
10:30 Alpha Omicron Pi
10:40 Chi Omega
10:50 Delta Delta Delta
11:00 Women's Student Govt.
11:10 The Freshman Staff
11:20 Debating Society
11:30 Women's Ath. Assn.
11:40 S.L.I.D.
P.M.
1:00 Agriculture Club
1:10 Student Senate
1:20 Pale Blue Key
1:30 Intramural Ath. Assn.
1:40 Sophomore Owls
1:50 Der Deutsche Verein
2:00 El Circulo Espanol
2:10 Tau Beta Pi
2:20 Civil Club
2:30 Mechanical Club
2:40 Electrical Club
2:50 Forestry Club
3:00 Maine Masque
3:10 Maine Campus Board
3:20 Maine Outing Club
3:30 4-H Club
3:50 Sigma Xi

RAY GAILEY, EDIT()

Frosh B Downs Rockland; Masque Will Present
Old Town Tops A Team 'Abraham Lincoln' Next
By Thomas Lynch

.1/',Awn Lon ,Plot tus Jolin Drinkwater
bas keen chosen by the Maine Masque as
their next stage presentation of the year.
Production is scheduled for March 4 and
5.
The play, .4braham Lisseols, was writThe summaries:
ten in 1918, and since its first production
U. OF M. FROSH B (27)
by the Birmingham Theatre, London, in
ROCKLAND H. S.(25) the same year. it has enjoyed phenomenal
Plummer, rf
lb, Crockett 3 (I) success on both sides of the Atlantic. It
Hutchinson
is. as its title suggests, a dramatization
of the Civil War, and is built abopt the
1.ynch 1 (1)
figure of Abraham Lincoln.
Farris, If, 2
rb, Morgan 1 (1)
The author of the play, in his introducHartwell
. Leo
tion, says, "In using for purposes of
Gleason, I
drama a personality of so wide and recent
Tolman, c (1)
c, Lord, 2(4). a fame as that of Abraham Lincoln, I
1,1illett, 4
Skinner fed that one or two observations are due
Cameron, rb
If, La Crosse, 2 to my readers and critics.
"First, my purpose is 'that not of the
Turner
Peterson
historian but of the dramatist.—But while
Ela
Ray
I have, 1 hope, done nothing to traverse
Titcomb, lb, 1
rf, Margita, I (1) history. I have freely telescoped its events,
Guppy, 3 .
Karl and imposed inventions upon its moveClaflin
ments, in such ways as I needed to shape
the dramatic significance of my subject.
Referee, Cust.
"Secondly, my purpose is, again, that
of the dramatist, not that of the political
At Orono, U. of M.:
philosopher.—My concern is with the
OLD TOWN H. S. (25)
profoundly dramatic interest of his charU. OF M. FROSH (21) acter, and with the inspiring example of
Bouchard, rf. 4 (2)
lb, Perry, I a man who handled war nobly and with
Foster, 1 imagination.''
Clukcy, If, 1
rb, Craig (1)
Cullitian, 1 Texas Journalism Student Skips
Applebee, c, 1 (1)
c, Stanley, 4 (1)
Off to Ethiopia, Covers War
illy Associated Collegiate Press)
Rogers
Dionne, rb, 2 (1)
If, Tourtillotte
Greenville. Tex.—J. C. Arnold, 19,
Drew University of Texas journalism sophoNorton more, decided he wanted to be a war corThornton, lb, 2 (1)
rf. Thomas (1) respondent, in spite of having little exHarris perience, money or connections. So he
Referee, Wallace
got aboard the first freighter offering
him a chance to work his way to Dijbouti,
Employment Note
French Somaliland, and several Texas
using his feature stories,
According to a notice released papers are now
air -mailed from Addis Ababa.
from the United States Naval Reserve Aviation Base on January 9, According to the last word received by
Lieutenant Jennings, commander his agent, Boyd Sinclair, editor of the
of the base, will speak on the "Op- \\ ,•sley College Pilot, Arnold is staying
portunity for College Graduates in in Addis Ababa with Count Hilliare du
Aviation Training in the U. S. Na- Berrier, French adventurer, an English
val Reserve" over the radio sta- airplane pilot, and a newspaperman from
tions WBZ and WBZA on Friday, Lahore, India.
Arnold sailed from Marseilles. France,
January 17, at 5:15 p.m.
This training is available to se- to Djibouti with Taklo Ilawariate, Ethilected college graduates or under- opian delegate to the League of Nations,
graduates who fulfill certain quali- interviewing,him on the journey.
According to Arnold, whose school pafications. Information of qualifications may be had from the office of per. The Texan, boasts of being the only
the Placement Director at 12 Fer- college daily having a special corresponnald Hall and any students who are dent in the war zone, Addis Ababa is
interested are welcome to discuss law abiding, justice is swift and sure, and
this matter with the Director. Full the main danger to life and limb lies not
details of the training course and in war complications but in the nativethe requirements will also be given driven taxis.

over the radio broadcast listed
above.

Win by Goodly Margin in
Interclass Meet Held
Before Vacation
.1-11, sophomore trackinen win their
second consecutive victory Saturday, Decemher 14. when they easily outpointed
the track aggregations of the three other
competing classes to win the first interclass title. The sophomores, with several
ii their outstanding men unable to cornpor scored a total of 49 points; the juniors placed second with 40; the freslunen
third with 38 skis& the representatives of
the senior class were able to collect but
eight points.
Mel McKenzie, speedy frost) sprinter
and timber-topper, won individual high
scoring honors of the meet with 11 points
tallied in taking firsts in the 45 yard high
and 100 yard low hurdles and a third in
the 220 yard dash.
The summary: '
One mile run—Won by Hunnewell (J);
se.ond, Sawyer (F); third, Hersey (S).
Time-4:38.
440-yard run—Won by Hurwitz (S);
second, Dewick (J I ; third, Pierce (S).
Time-52 1-5 sec.
45-yard high hurdles—Won by McKenzie (F); second. E. Kelley (J);
third, Laurin (S). Time-6 2-5 sec.
100-yard dash—Won by Murray (J);
second, Huff (Sr); third. L. Smith (F).
Time-10 2-5 sec.
One and one-half mile—Tie for first
between Cain and Clifford. both Sophomores; third, Hart (F). Time-7:30 1-5.
1(X)-yard low hurdles—Won by McKenzie (F); second, Webb (J); third.
Laurin (S). Time-12 1-5 sec.
880-yard run—Won by Haggett (S);
second. Howard (F); third. Hemminway
( I. Time-2:20 3-4.
220 yard dash—Won by Murray (J
second, Hurwitz (5); third, McKenzie
(F). Time-23 sec.
Shot put—Won by 1). Ireland (S);
second, Collette (Sr); third, Heise! (J).
Distance :39 feet 3 1-8 in.
High jump—Won by Webb (J); secmid, Stuart (J); third, McCarthy (F).
Height, 6 feet.
Broad jump—Won by Thomas (F);
second, McKenzie (F); third, Webb (J).
Distance 20 feet 1 5-8 in.
Javelin—Won by Bell (J ); second,
Smart (J); third, Dyer (I:). Distance174 feet 10 in.
Hammer—Won by Rogers (S); second, D. Ireland (S); third, Fox (5).
Distance-4I feet 3-4 in.
Discus—Won by Dyer (F); second,
Harvey (S); third. Rogers (S). Distance-118 feet 11/4 in.
Pole vault—Won by Hardison (S);
second, tie between Hathorne (Sr) and
Leonard (F). Height-11 feet 4 in.

Pale Blue Relayers
To Run In Casey
Games At Boston
Maine Has Entered Mile
Team; Board Track
Set Up in Gym
On January 25. the 193o indoor track
and relay team opens its season by competing in the mile relay in the Casey
Games in Boston.
With the meet but a week away, candidates are working hard in the indoor
field getting into shape. 'The temporary
board track has been erected in the field
house to give the runners the feel of the
hoards.
Relay material has a cycle of its own.
In 1934 and 1935, the Pale Blue of Maine
sported one of the best two mile teams
in the country. The Blacks, Marsh and
Cole, kept the longer distance in the spotlight. However, those men have gone,
leaving a marked deficiency of half-milers.
Now the quarter milers step up to take
a place in the sun that has long been
denied them.
Coach Jenkins believes that he has in
the making, one of the best mile relay
teams in years. Six men, Murray. Hurwitz. DeWick, Gowell, Haggett, and Kelly. are the basis for the statement. The
first three are logical selections for sure
places on the leant. DeWick and Murray
were members of last year's team. Both
are very speedy and have a type of stride
well adapted to board running. Hurwitz
is a sophomore without any varsity competition to date, but is the fastest quartermiler in the group.
The other position will he a battle between Gowell, Kelly, and Haggett, with
Gowen having a decided "edge on the
others.
A time trial will be held Saturday to
determine the four members of the team
to represent Maine at Boston.

Major Fox Is Transferred
From Local R.O.T.C. Unit
Major Alonzo P. Fox is to leave the
local R.O.T.C. where he has been stationed
since September, 1935. He has been transferred to Fort Williams, Portland, the
transfer to be in effect next month.
Capt. Geo. J. Laupret, who has just arrived front Fort Barrancas, Pensacola,
Ha., is to take Major Fox's place.
The chief reason for Capt. Laupret
being stationed here is to inaugurate a
new division of the military department
at the University of Manic. The course,
Coast Artillery, is planned to be given
to the freshman class in the College of
Technoilogy beginning next fall.

1935 Aggie Graduates Are
Almost All Employed
Of the 14 students graduated front the
College of Agriculture at the University
of Maine last June, four out of five are
nov,• employed, says Arthur L. Deering,
dean of the college.
"About 75 per cent of the graduates
have satisfactory permanent employment,
many of them in the fields of teaching,
soil conservation, forest services, extension work, farming and related agricultural enterprises.
"Of the graduates who majored in
strictly agricultural subjects, three out of
four are employed. One in eight is unemployed. Others are enrolled as graduate students."

Fred P. Loring, director of short
courses in Agriculture, spoke to a group
Saint John's Universalist Church of 4-H clubs at Lincolnville last Saturday. His subject was "Conducting BusiSunday, January 19—Morning Service ness Meetings."
at 10:30. In his sermon at this service
Rev. %V .Ellis Davies will deal with the
During the Christmas vacation. Dr.
business man's indictment of himself as Carl E. Otto attended the American Ashe confesses that "Business Is Business." sociation for the Advancement of Science
Miss Marion Hatch, renowned for her meeting held at St. Louis, Missouri.
consummate skill with the cello, will play
Members of the Southern Methodist
duets with Mrs. Davies at the organ.
Prof. W. E. Barrows spent a considSunday evening at 6:$$—Supper will friish team planned to ride to the Rose
be served to the members of the Young Bowl game in two chartered box cars. erable portion of the Christmas vacation
on work in connection with the revision
People's Forum. This will be followed Railroad officials demurred.
of his book Light. Photometry and Ilby a continuation of the discussion dealA "clip" or flying block front behind on luminating Engineering. The 4th edition
ing with the interpretation of dreams and
the football field is sufficient groinids for of this book, published by McGraw-Hill
their significance for human behaviour.
assault and battery charges, a Pennsyl- Book Company, should be completed during the next college year.
De, your part to aid fire victims. Attend vania judge has ruled.
Benefit Show at Strand Friday and Saturday. THE CAMPUS will ai-cept contribu- Attend the benefit perfornuinees at •
the Strand tonsormt, and Saturday.
firms to fund for needy.
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Board and Room
$8.00
See 1.iitits J. Farmer
at 88 Park St.

FOR RENT
A two room furnished apartment
suitable for two or three students.
Will be vacant February 1st. Oil
burner in stove. See George Clarke
or E I eveille, the Orono jeweler.

BIG THINGS
HAVE HAPPENED AT

TRY A PIPEFUL.
IT SPEAIS FOR ITSELF

KELVINATOR
FACTORY
•••

watch for.Announcement of
NEW 1936

KELVINATORS
n-IE

Bangor Hydro-Electric Co.
ORONO
•IP 1•••••1 O•.

•

Sophs Down Rivals
In Interclass Meet

Taittpith
The freshman A and ft basketball teams
both won and lost in their hoop battles
Tuesday night; Team B jumped back
into the win column with a 27-25 victory
over Rockland high while Team A was
edged out by Old Town 25-21.

5
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Balentine Hall Scene of First
Of Mid-Winter 1i:formals
on, of the fit st mid-winter informals
was held in Balentitw Hall. Friday evening. with river 541 couples in attendance.
A.
The chaperons were Dr. aryl Mrs.
and
Fundenburg.
George
Dr.
C. .‘ndrews.
Miss Ruth Cope. The committee in
charge was Helen Bilker, Elizabeth Philbrook. Can't Stevens, and Marie Archer.
Those attending were Helen Buker.
Reginald Naugler ; Marie Archer. Joseph
Grady; Phyllis Hamilton. Edwin Webster ; Eileen Brown. Frank Parker ; Elizabeth Philbrook. Atwood Levensaler ;
Edith Gardner. Ikxter Claflin; Elizabeth
Francis haws; Carol Stevens.
Gardner Fays.
harlritte King, Jack Bessom; Mary
Ilawkes, Albert Rrillanol; Verna Robin..1011. Hall Ramirez; Adrienne Thorn.
Robert Loveless: Virginia Twrimbley.
Albert Owens; Madeline Frazier. Clarence Place; Elva Gnogins, Elvin Gilman:
Phyllis Dimitre. Edwin Woodland.
Harriett Stewart, Jack (ktchell: Rose
Whitmore. Bud Dean; Blanche Holman.
Paul W:roids; Frances Smith, Francis
Bradbury; Virginia Maguire. Albert
; Barhara Grace. Richard ThomIt.
Maras; Ruby Black. Riiderick Elliott ;
jorie Thrimpsrin. Rribert True; Henrietta
Cliff. Harold Wisolbury ; Rachel Fowles,
Neil Sawyer; Margaret Homer, James
Flynn.
Ruth Hinkley. Girdrin Raymond; Mary
Levvis.
Pendell, Lermard
Philip l•rirrigan; Ethel-Mae Currier,
Richard Williams: Yvonne Corrigan.
Raymond Nortrin; Audrey Bishrip, James
Miirrisrm; Katherine Bunker, Norman
Elizabeth Striry. Clyde Higgins; Gera-gia Taylor, Reginald Mclhinald; Adolphine Vriegelin, Actor Ahloat ; Marjorie
Moulton. Harland !fridge; Anita Miller.
Petersrin: Pauline Davee, George
Hitching.; W'initred Lamb. Merton Sumner: Barbara Bailey. Robert Feerri; Jane
Goldsmith, John Sealy.
Faith Folger. John (iardner; (kilt-tide
Titcomb. Stanford Blake: Bernice Hamilton, James Dow; Edna Louise Harrison. Merrill Thomas.

Professor Lamson Entertains
Members of 'Social' Class
Prof. Herbert Lamsrin entertained the
members iif his class in "Social Evnlunon" at his Inane in Orrin., on Sunday
night, January- 12. Alice Crowell and
Marcia .N1leti were dressed in Chinese
costume. and served the refreshments
which consisted of sandwiches, cakes, assnort] nuts, Chinese tea, Chinese sweetmeats. cakes and preserved watermelloh
,eeils. The guests were shown the appripriate use of chi.p sticks. AfIlling thrise
present were. lierleVa Epstein. Beth
Shiro, Marion Larsen. Lois Wioolrow,
Mr. Ai ata and Mi (rreely.

ll'ornen's Basketball t7nderway:

Practice Game with Old Town
i;:isisethall practice is Ili iv,. being held
the gs in every afternoon with either
Miss Rogers I ir Miss lengyel coaching.
To get in trun and to w.irk up a consistent manner ni playing, the girls are
urged I.. C1,111f in every day and practice.
\ctual interclass games do it. it begin
until du- second semester. However, the
freshmen played a snappy scrimmage
game with Old Ii iv. n High School Monday attern,s'n and won hi how much,
isibioly knows.
iii

SLID Members Meet at M.C.A.
Sigma Chu Entertain
Tonight for Business Session
10 Couples at Vu' Part)

Physics Professor's Book
Is Published Recently

Beaux Arts Design

Prise

Miss Barbara Sanborn. daughter • ••
John Hart is to deliver it talk
Sigma Chi opened the new year with
Barms arid Noble have recently pub- Perky B. Sanborn. of 25 Lassen
the Supreme Court" at
and
.
cs
-11emocra
St.. Pon.
with
a victrola party last Friday evening
"Outline of First Year College
land, Maine, and former student
held by the Maine lished the
th,
eight couples attending. A feature nf the the last meeting to be
Physics" written by Prof. C. E. Bennett. University of Maine,
Orono.air ivis
evening was a ladies' choice dance. Punch S.I. I.D. this semester. This meeting, a
their
to
addition
latest
This book is the
awarded First Prize for East India GA.
and cake were -served at intermi,sion business affair, will take place in the
Intramural Ball Committee
"College Outline Series."
Tfasis,
Dorriths
were:
attending
Those
tunic she designed for Beaux Arts nat.
Now at Work on Affairs
M.C.A. building at 7.31/ this eve • g. and
than
more
Dr. Bennett's ',white is far
Philip (,rant ; Diana Hight, Jerold Hirick- all interested person, are invited in atheld at Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. x„
title
the
which
formulae
of
tabulation
fraPi
Theta
Beta
of
the
Bob Littlehale
leY: Elizabeth Story, Charles Havener tend.
might imply. It contains all the facts Yrirk. Ikcember 0th,
ternity was in charge of a meeting of rep- Cora Sharon, Robert Hassles; Dolls
The Student League for Industrial and mathematical relations essential to a
Miss Sanborn is a junior student At the
resentatives from. each of the fraterni- Mosher. Arland Peabody: Mary Wright. Democracy. winch
colchapter.
student of first year crillege physics. These Traphagen School of Fashion
Carletrai
Aiken,
Claire
Beverage;
Ray
plans
discuss
to
dorm
briys'
ltoo
ties and the
aalgaillalm
oun
leges throughout the ctry.
relationships are developed OS briefly and
New
York.
for the Intramural Ball, the main social Taylor: and Jean Burnham. David Lull. col. at a jopint convention held during the
Broadway.
Miss
logically a, clarity and gond peilagrigy
Pod. and Mrs. Warren S. Lucas and 1.'hristnias vacation, with the Nati,mal
event of the mid-winter social season.
single picture is prize-wiiming design and 300
Since
will
chapF.
Jrirdan
Maynard
The date set for the hall was Febru- Prof. and Mrs.
Student League, also a national student is.
a thousand %wits" the apparent signs (by students of the
ary 21. .Ns yet there ha‘ been no orches- eroned.
..rganizati,in. and with a few smaller stu- bre% ity of the test is belied bs: the large Schrod of Fashirin), are on pull tra definitely decided upon. One that was
dent organizatir in s. The American Stu- number ni well chosen diagrams which at the schnol's galleries, 1680 Br
brought up and seems at present to be the Theatre Class Will Present
dem Union is the name of the new organ- it contains.
leading favorite is Don Fabin's orchestra.
Variety Program Ian. 20 ization which has arisen in consequence This outline is sufficiently complete and
Patronize Our Advertisers
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successfully
be
may
it
superthe
class,
that
under
Theatre
assembled
The
so
vorite resort orchestra., making appeargroups.
vision of Prof. Mark Bailey, will present
used either as a set of lecture notes with
•
ances at many of the Massachusetts reeighteenth cenfrom
three
scenes
conventional text or as a text itself supthree
a
It
Beach.
sorts and alit. Old Orchard
I 250
Student Likes His Tent
25e
the Penn
in
on
20,
January
Monday.
RJays
by a wont set of lectures to
tury
•
plemented
This coupon is worth 25(
features seven musicians, three girl songBetter Than Room To Live In
develimments.
p.m.
:(X)
8
at
mathematical
Theatre
Little
fill out the
toward any beauty aid
sters, and the leader. Don Fabin.
Press)
Ily Associated
when presented at
In this latter r• he it wriuld do much to enThe scenes will be from The .S.cho.,1
The members of the committee in
for Aeandal. The Importance of Being
College, Pa.—Compared to his courage the student to study a subject .
State
Littlehale.
Bob
are
charge of the affair
' Earnest, and the :Trip to Scarbourough. wall tent with its kerosene lamp and and not a textbook.
Beta Theta Pi. chairman; I.ester Meyer.
CAMPUS
These plays are open to the public. Ad- • sturdy army era, John Clendenin, Penn
While this book was in no way written
Tau Epsilon Phi; Thomas Barker, Fresh25'
25
think much of as a "cram-sheet" it can, if used properly.
doesn't
freshman.
State
•
Alpha
Sigma
man Dorm; Jack Bessom,
the risen in town that snow and colder be of great assistance in reviewing a
Epsilon.
.\ knitting club for high school and weather have forced him to move into.
course for examination..
older grammar school girls of Orinxi
was
day
Clendenin
railer
the
Until
just
Annual Penny Carnival Is
meets every week at the M.C.A. building
in the woods outside of town, Outing Club Sponsors Year's
Scheduled For February 14 mulct the auspices of the Y.W.C.A. There camping
roR BETTER CLEANING AN:,
Initial Stag Dance in .41untni
doing his own cooking on a small wroid
PRESSING
are 20 members. half of whom come to
studying % lamp-light with no
The annual Penny Carnival. sponsored
a
The Maine Outing Club sponsrired
b
.:
afternoon group, while I "nye' and
the
Wednesday
Call
Friday.
on
held
be
will
the
rustling
I sound to disturb him except
by the W.A.A.,
at Alumthe others attend the Thursday group. froasteps of an riccasimial small animal. stag datice held Friday es-ening
February 14. It will be a Valentine Party,
student,
rif
number
ni Hall. A large
The girls are furnished with liarti and
and among the specialty features will be
"It's its.t it. had here," Clendenin said danced to the
sic rif Willard Crane and
then they are instructed brisk, to
needles,
Telephone Orono 336
King
the
of
cniwning
and
the election
at his new residence, "but I liked my hi.. Maine Bears. The committee in
in
are
girls
who
the
college
by
knit
Bears
and Queen of Hearts. The Maine
so conned 1-11).Robert
tent
wasn't
better.
I
1-Sishr1p.
charge %%as: Audrey
charge. Cocoa and cookies are served at
are Imed up for the orchestra and the
He will go back tri the synods in the )Ii hr. Roger Cameron and Robert Lav
met
have
they
the
meetings.
Although
Mrs.
Hut-hoer,
arid
are
in.
Prof.
chaperr,
erty.
but fnur times, the girls have made a spring. Clendenin said.
Prof. amyl Mn-.. %Vallace. Misses Lengyel
prrigress.
'if
deal
great
When you think of
and Rogers. The admission will Ix' 49g.
FLOWERS
At Christmas time rine group was •
The frillowing chairmen will choose
Think of
the Freshman "Y" party, 01,
their crimmittees later. They are as fol- tertained at
:
r
i
a
•
t
k
li
t
the
at
Christmas
iiff-campu.
:
:
girls'
low*: chairman of the Penny Carnival.
Libby Phiffirroik ; chairman of entertainAT REDUCED PRICES
15 Central St,
Those who have assisted with the knit
ment. Helen Bilker ; chairman of decorafrom $7.95 to $10
EP:
ting
Regina
clubs
adare:
Littlefield,
tions. Frances King; chairman of
also
missions, Rachel Carroll; chairman of heth Reid. Naida Saunders, Marg:o
Willisnm, and Canaille IA mg. A:•.
publicity, Jane Stillman.
SEP.AP ATE SKI TROUSERS
Lerner is in charge iif the project.
Annette Vining.. if 225 Center Street.
SPRUCE'S CABIN
You ran teach an old dog IleW tricl
Bangra. and nullifier if the class of 1938,
Meals and Lunches
suffered a broken leg Monday main when say Stanford University psychologi.•
11 A.M.-11 P.M.
ai
learning,
do
to
has
little
.Nge
with
Alumni
of
she slipped Ot1 the ice in front
All
Home
Cooked Food
Hall. She was rushed to the Eastern me can learn almost as easily at 511 .:
MARGIE K. SPRUCE
Maine General Hospital where the break at 20.
Proprietress
was set. She is re-town...I as resting comfortably.
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I'e.crers Sunda% To Include

Short Recital by Trio
Iem-on Sunday. January 19
will consist of a short recital by the l•iiiier•ity, Trio, with re4011Ig•b, M i••Ii ut ii
k roslis of the English department.
Sundas sellers. inaugurated last year
.4.:tatli.
Neekl
as a regular Nil I
liii. ti % ill inspirational and worthwhile.

Myers Studio
Individual and Group
Photographs
Amateur Finishing and
Framing
Tel. 360
(11.n TON N

MAINE

DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C

Four terms of ele•en weeks are li•en
each year. These may be takes cos
secutively (graduation in three years
or three terms may be taken each year
fgraduathaa in four years) The en
trance requirements are Intelligence.
character •ad at toast two years of
college work, including the sohJects
spectSed for Grade A Medical Schools
Catalogues and application forms may
be obtained from the Dean
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